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Construction Databook: Construction Materials and EquipmentMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	The Construction DataBook, Second Edition, provides the project manager, construction superintendent, design consultants, facility managers and owners with a one-source guide for the most commonly encountered construction materials and equipment.


	Composed of eleven sections ranging, in topics, from excavation and sitework to...
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Grid Computing: Experiment Management, Tool Integration, and Scientific Workflows (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2007
Grid computing has become a topic of significant interest in the scientific community as a means of enabling application developers to aggregate resources scattered around the globe for solving large-scale scientific problems. This monograph addresses four critical software development aspects for the engineering and execution of applications on...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 Best PracticesMicrosoft Press, 2010
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Embedded Control System Design: A Model Based ApproachSpringer, 2012

	Control system design is a challenging task for practicing engineers. It requires knowledge of different engineering fields, a good understanding of technical specifications and good communication skills. The current book introduces the reader into practical control system design, bridging  the gap between theory and practice.  The...
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Constraint Networks: Targeting Simplicity for Techniques and AlgorithmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	A major challenge in constraint programming is to develop efficient generic approaches to solve instances of the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). With this aim in mind, this book provides an accessible synthesis of the author's research and work in this area, divided into four main topics: representation, inference, search, and...
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C++ PrimerAddison Wesley, 1998
Quite a few changes have occurred between the second and third editions of  C++ Primer. Most notably, C++ has undergone international standardization, which has not only added new features to the language, such as exception handling, run-time type identification, namespaces, a built-in Boolean data type, and a new cast notation, but has...
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3D for the Web: Interactive 3D animation using 3ds max, Flash and DirectorFocal Press, 2004
Make sure you benefit from the explosion of new and exciting applications designed to let you create 3D animation for the web. See how you can use the power of 3ds max, Flash and Director to make your 3D fame or project a reality for the internet as well as learning generic skills allowing you to use many applications.

Ideal if you are a...
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C Primer Plus (6th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2013

	C Primer Plus is a carefully tested, well-crafted, and complete tutorial on a subject core to programmers and developers. This computer science classic teaches principles of programming, including structured code and top-down design.
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From ASICs to SOCs: A Practical ApproachPrentice Hall, 2003
The term SOC (system-on-a-chip) has been used in the electronic industry over the last few years. However, there are still a lot of misconceptions associated with this term. A good number of practicing engineers don't really understand the differences between ASICs and SOCs. The fact that the same EDA tools are used for both...
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Schema Matching and Mapping (Data-Centric Systems and Applications)Springer, 2011

	This book provides an overview about the state-of-the-art solutions and the most recent advances in schema matching and mapping, both recognized as key areas of metadata management. Tasks involving metadata are indeed pervasive in databases and information systems and include schema evolution, schema and ontology integration and matching, XML...
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Handbook of Critical Care Drug TherapyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
The Handbook of Critical Care Drug Therapy was originally developed because of the complexity of critical care medicine. Remembering the drugs of choice for arrhythmias, infections, electrolyte emergencies, sedation, poisonings, and a host of other problems has always been daunting. With new drugs and...
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Scaling Your Node.js Apps: Progress Your Personal Projects to Production-ReadyApress, 2018

	
		Take your Node.js application into production-ready status, capable of scaling up to whatever your needs might be. You'll discover that architecting for successful, popular sites is an essential tool of any professional Node.js developer, and learning to scale your own applications is a great place to start.

	
		Using...
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